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Video games, unlike Toy Story, must react to the player's actions. How long does the fun take? Obsidian fired about twenty-six people who had worked in Stormlands, including an engineer who had been hired only one day before. Independent studies should not have signed the rights on their intellectual property or renounced royalties to the great
publishers. Which was fine - as long as Microsoft kept sending cheques. It is tempting to think, while reading these stories, that these games were all made in abnormal series of circumstances. All the anecdotes and details in this book come directly from the reports of the sources and all were corrupted by at least two people when possible. It was
strange, ambitious and, above all, funded by Microsoft, whose gamemakers decided to launch a huge and exclusive role-playing game along with their next console, Xbox One. He comes around with a Manila folder and walks and tells you to pack, said Adam Brennecke, a Stormlands programmer. Also for designers of very, very experienced games, it
is really scary, said Emilia Schatz, designer of Naughty Dog.* We all throw so much work because we create a lot of things and play terribly. Everyone is motivated, the game is making progress and you are distributing stock options as if they were free newspapers in the subway. So the game might have to remember your actions, so other characters
know you're a heartless killer and you can say things like, hey, you're that heartless homo! 2. Video games don't move in one linear direction. But it's a real dark trip until then. They're interactive. Obsidian necessary to diversify. You need a good engine and a set of tools to do so. In 2011, however, the projects startedGreat and, in February 2012,
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game. It is the text of the girl who breaks you, said Urquhart. 3. If they hadn't had a new contract ready to leave as soon as the last one was finished, they were in trouble. In the end you enter the side of the production of things: you have shown the fun, you have shown the appearance of the game and now it becomes more predictable. I can't forget
to take some quality security testers to check the presence of bugs. It looks like a miracle that this game has even been realized, I said. The company had undergone brutal cancellations first-the aliens: Crucible, a role-playing game published by Sega whose disappearance also led to great layoffs-but no one had done so badly. The unpredictability is
that makes it demanding, said Chris Rippy, a veteran producer who worked on Halo Wars.* In the traditional development of the software, explained Rippy, it is possible to set up a reliable program based on how long they have undertaken Activities in the past. Urquhart stressed that playing games is a bit like shooting movies, if you had to build a
completely new camera every time you started. For decades, the power budget of the video game sector had been simple: the developers made games; The publishers paid for them. Although there have always been exceptions of venture capitalists, lottery winners and therefore, most of the development of video games were financed by large
publishers with deep pockets. If you choose to enter a room, the game must load all the furniture. He is just walking around and you're thinking: "sell in my office, you don't come to my office. You are looking at it and then you see and see you see and you see you see and you see and you see and you see you see and you and you and See and you see
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erottudorp li otats Ã .ilamrona eznatsocric ni ottaf ¨Ã ocoigoediv olognis ingo :avitanretla airoet anu occE .atircateM Do they still have so many stories to stay in the office until 3:00? She thought there was a strong probability that they would flop, that they would be embarrassed, that nobody would give them a dollar. It is a simple simple This has
hindered artists for centuries and has put an end to countless creative efforts: how will we pay for this? Another chapter goes to Seattle, Washington, where the 20-year-old Eric Barone closed themselves in a room for almost five years to create a serene agricultural game called Stardew Valley. The programmers have just figured out an elegant
rendering makeup that will make the underground more realistic than anything you've ever seen before. Several employees were at the top of crowdfunding, including two best veterans: Adam Brennecke and Josh Sawyer. One morning, get a call from your producer. While playing a video game, your PC or console (or phone or calculator) makes the
characters and scenes flying based on your decisions. When they describe that feeling of being avant-garde of technology, building interactive entertainment that is different from any other means, working with a team of dozens or even hundreds to create something that millions of people could play, everything adds Up to an irrepressible conviction
that for all turbulence, for the whole creaking, for all unadulterated bullshit that often have to go through, it is worth making video games. According to Urquhart's count, Obsidian had already put $2 million in Stormlands at the top of what he had received from Microsoft and the company had not remained long to save. It was horrible. They've never
made a game like this. Technology is constantly changing. Urquhart got used to financial pressure. In the same year, Urquhart founded Obsidian with some other veterans of the Black Island and quickly learned that managing an independent study was like dexterating among dangerous objects. Another is that making a game is like building a
building during an earthquake. Some of them slept intherefore they should not have lost time for commuting, because every hour spent in the car was an hour not spent bugs. Previous Kickstarters had been lucky to break six figures; Double Fine raised $1 million in twenty-four hours. He looked exhausted. Did you achieve enough fun? Double Fine, an
independent studio in San Francisco led by the illustrious designer Tim Schafer, had just found a way to revolutionize the video game industry. If Tim Schafer could make $3.3 million, why couldn¢ÃÂÂt they? The more people they could get on board, the more money they¢ÃÂÂd make. Expectation after expectation after expectation got piled onto the
game, Urquhart said. None had left Feargus Urquhart with so few options. 1. I paid for my own travel and did not accept accommodations from any companies or developers, although I did say yes to a few lunches, which seemed kosher. In all the stories in this book, you¢ÃÂÂll see several common themes. We are always pushing everything all the
time. Since 2003, Obsidian had survived as an independent studio, bouncing from contract to contract as its staff took freelance work to keep the lights on. 5. But why is it so hard to make them? Your artists are drawing all sorts of cool enemies for your plumber to fight: ghosts, mushrooms, that sort of thing. Or trying to drive a train while someone
else runs in front of you, laying down track as you go. So about your plumber game (Super Plumber Adventure). Like technology, these tools are constantly evolving based on developers¢ÃÂÂ needs and ambitions. No decent-size indie studio could survive without relying at least partly on money from outside partners, even if that meant dealing with
cancellations, layoffs, and bad deals. Thanks to the Double Fine Adventure and other high-profile projects, the Kickstarter bug had spread throughout Obsidian. If, like me, you have never tried to develop a commercial video game before, you might find it helpful to review a few possible theories. The developer¢ÃÂÂs team had to spend the next few
months crunching, working eighty- to weeks to scrape the feature and review everything they had done at that point. Obsidian, a relatively small game development studio based in Irvine, California, had spent last year working on a fantasy role-playing game (RPG) called Stormlands. This is the hardest part. Some of these reports were based on
studies and houses in Los Angeles, Irvine, Seattle, Edmonton and Warsaw. About fifty of the ~115 employees of Obsidian were working on the game, which meant it cost a lot of money. Your E3 demo is due in two weeks, and you know there's no way to do it in less than four. The producer did not say why Microsoft was assaulting the game, but it had
become clear to the superior staff of Obsidian that development was not going smooth. And more controversial, all those who do video games have to cronch, sacrifice personal life and family time for a job that seems never to end. Did you get it? People were joking. A lot of video games look the same, but no two video games are created the same
way, which is a model that you will see throughout this book. "It is a miracle that any game is made." Over the years I've been reporting on the world of video games, which has been a common theme. Stormlands' ideas had felt disconnected with Obsidian's staff, and at least from Obsidian's point of view, Microsoft's expectations were impractical. You
can ask level designers to add some extra platforms to the volcano level so it is a little less punitive. That developers of these games might have avoided difficulty if they had followed industry standards and avoided common pitfalls, or if they had made smarter decisions from the get-go. Which brings us to... I once drank with a developer who had just
sent a new game. How he got meFeargus Urquhart, CEO of Obsidian, we are on the absolute edge of technology. Back to Irvine, Feargus Urquhart and the other co-proprietaries of Obsidian Obsidian ocigoloncet obucniâl :ogard led Ãteâllus eirots onatnoccar ilotipac irtlA .elibirret ¨Ã ,eracoig id atnet is e Ãtlaer id attart is odnauq iop e ,eraroval a
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.assom amissorp orol alled odnalrap the brutal crunch of Uncharted 4, and also the mystery behind the star wars of LucasArts 1313. Each company must sweat on which hardware and andto use. And you can tell the artistic director that programmers have their job to do and do not really need to listen to him on chiaroscuro in video games. Four
hundred miles to the north, while Urquhart and his crew tried to recover from the catastrophe, the Double Fine staff was making champagne burst. Well, first you have to understand the exact number of people you can afford to take. Double Fine had found a fourth option: Kickstarter, a crowdfunding website that had been launched in 2009. If South
Park had had more problems, or if they could not find a new project when it was over, the company would simply be exhausted by moneyBut with the games, Rippy said, are you talking about: Where is the fun? People have played games since the 70s, aren't that? It may not seem good, but the price of the price will be. During the first two years of
Kickstarter, the users of the site were hobbyists, hoping to earn a few thousand dollars to turn short films or build tidy folding tables. It turns out that there are solutions to all your problems, even if you may not like you. Where do you stop? At the beginning of 2012, Feargus Urquhart, CEO of Obsidian Entertainment, found himself unable to find an
answer. Urquhart has thin brown and light brown hair and a bumida build. Video games are between art and technology in a way that was just possible only a few decades ago. The next day, Urquhart called a meeting in all hands. The crowdfunding revolution had started. After a few months, things seem to be fine. Yet many of the people who do
video games say they cannot imagine anything else. They still had South Park: the truth stick in development, but they knew it wasn't enough. You need a manufacturer to make things work without hitches and a ivisnemini ivisnemini aiditef e inacluv osrevartta erotacoig li onnarediug ehc itnegilletni illevil inucla otaiccart onnah rengised I .inous ,ias
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,sneppah hcihw( evlove sretupmoc sA . krow dah regnol on seeyolpme sÂÂÃ¢trahuqrU fo ytfif ,yletaidemmi evitceffE .emit eht lla desu sÂÂÃ¢tI .sdnalmrotS gnilecnac erew yeht :knarf saw evitatneserper sÂÂÃ¢tfosorciM .yzarc meht gnivird si Hcihw ,srotamina eht gniganorcim if stysisni rotcerid tra ruoy In each study he must build his programs
around large fairs such as E3, in which the developers will draw motivation (and even feedback) from the crowds of enthusiastic fans. It is impossible to know how funny a game will be fun until you played it. You will probably notice that most people who speak in this book are male, which is a depressing (and unintentional) reflection of an industry
that for decades has been dominated by men for decades. War metaphors are common - stories from the trenches is an omnipresent expression - as well as the choirs of complaints that the outside world does not understand it. The Xbox One concerned Kinect, a camera that detects the movement that could recognize the gestures of the full body, so if
Stormlands allowed you to use Kinect to contract with the shopkeepers? And I don't think many developers can, and unfortunately there is that constant threat, and that threat is used a lot. (Obsidian did not get his bonus.) Traditionally, independent studies such as Obsidian and Double Fine had three ways to stay afloat: (1) find investors, (2) sign
contracts with publishers to make games or (3) by financing the Just video games with war speakers that have accumulated one and two through options. For hours, they only had to wait for him, nervously observing how the boy of Obsidian's operations prepared severance pay packages for those who had not made the cut. That these people were just
unlucky. He speaks quickly, with the authoritative tone of someone who has spent decades to launch games. If a tool works too slowly, it is full of bugs or there are no key functionality, playing games can be thrown. And even after having fired the Stormlands team so much, the study still had two dozen developers who needed work. After almost ten
years, left in Obsidian were beginning to wonder: was the end? The tools are always different. It was the greatest dismissal I'd ever seen. If you choose to save and quit, the game must store your data. I'll be in fact even we were scared of it. The life of an independent developer is, every morning you wake up wondering if your publishers are going to
call and cancel your games, Urquhart said. No more than two weeks, of course. When they object, remind them that, hey, not everybody loves Dark Souls. For the role-playing game Fallout: New Vegas, for example, the publisher, Bethesda, offered Obsidian a $1 million bonus if the game hit an 85 (out of 100) on Metacritic, a website that aggregates
review scores from across the Internet. And he escorts you off the premises and he sets up a time when you can come back and get your belongings. Others spoke on background, requesting anonymity because they were not authorized to participate in this book and did not want to risk damaging their careers. With only one other game in
development¢ÃÂÂSouth Park: The Stick of Truth, which was having its own financial crisis thanks to the slow meltdown of its publisher, THQ¢ÃÂÂObsidian just didn¢ÃÂÂt have the cash to keep all those people employed.* Feargus Urquhart gathered Obsidian¢ÃÂÂs other four owners and went to a Starbucks down the road, where they spent hours
huddling over a big list of names, trying to figure out whom to keep and whom to let go. If you choose to murder the helpful robot, the game needs to identify (a) whether it¢ÃÂÂs possible to kill the robot, (b) whether you¢ÃÂÂre powerful enough to kill the robot, and (c) what kind of awful sounds the robot will make as you spill its metallic guts.
Developers everywhere, whether at tiny independent studios or publicly traded corporations, talk frequently about how difficult it is to design and produce games. He saw crowdfunding as a desperation move. But I can¢ÃÂÂt. Most of those people spoke on the record. One surefire way to annoy a game developer is to ask, in response to discovering
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thginK levohS :7 noitisiuqnI :egA nogarD :6 sraW olaH :5 III olbaiD :4 yellaV wedratS :3 4 detrahcnU : 2 ytinrete fo srallip :1 eton gnitroper noitcuducortni stnetnoc noitacided egap eltit revoc stnetnoc others say that Obsidian was too petulant, but everyone agrees that in the end, the project had obtained inflexible. Note of reporting The stories in this
book are based on interviews I conducted with about one hundred game developers and other industry figures between 2015 and 2017. On the morning of 12 March 2012, the Urquhart cell is illuminated. Rejecting tears, Urquhart told the company that Microsoft had erased Stormlands and that Obsidian should have put people out. He and his team
had been right near the finish line, he said, when they were hit with a revelation: one of the biggest features of the game was not really fun to play. Well, lunches weren't kosher. 1 Pillars of Eternity The most important question in the development of video games has nothing to do with video games. She started well, said Dimitri Berman, a leading
artist. With Kickstarter, a developer should not rely on other companies. To try to answer these questions, I went out and engaged in my favorite activity: disturb people who know a lot more than I do. What now? By using this website, creators could launch directly to their fans: Give us some money, we'll give you something fresh. No other
crowdfunded video game had also earned a tenth of that. And as the graphics processing becomes more powerful, we expect more beautiful games. Games.
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